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Royal Australian Air Force (Overseas) Headquarters*

MORE GUARDS MARK END OF DAM BUSTER PARTNERSHIP

Three new flying honours, won on their last flight together, hove just marked the

end of a two-years* partnership between three Australian members of the famous "dam-

busting" team.

The partnership* s last flight was made one night recently, exactly two years after

their first. The third of the new honours to the partnership is announced today.

The trio comprises a pilot, Squadron-Leader H.B* ("Mick") Martin, D.S.O, and Bar,

D.F.C. and Bar, of Sydney, and two air gunners, Flying Officers T.D, Simpson, D.F.C,,

D.F.M., of Hobart, and B.T, Foxlee, D.F.C., D.F.M., of Brisbane. .

Martin*s Bar to the D.S.O. and Simpson*s D.F.C., were announced recently, Foxlee*s

D.F.C., is announced today. Martin is an Australian member of the R.A.F, His gunners

are members of the R.A.A.F.

Throughout two tours of operations - one of high-level bombing in Hampdens,

Manchester's and Lancasters and the second of low-level attacks on special targets,

including the raid on the Ruhr dams - Martin has never flown without his gunners, al-

though there have been changes in the rest of his crew.

Martin describes both Simpson and Foxlee as outstanding gunners. He said- that on

their last trip, a low-level attack on a strongly defended target in the south of France-

made after more than 50 bombing operations together - the clatter of their guns never

stopped from the moment the Lancaster entered the defences. The aircraft was hit repeat-

edly. The bomb-aimer was killed, and the flight-engineer wounded, but Martin got the

bomber back to an airfield where he made a successful landing, Martin said later that

Simpson and Foxlee had literally shot a way out.

On their second tour, Simpson and Foxlee used their guns more against light ground

guns than against fighters, which rarely trouble low flying aircraft. The Australian
in Germany

gunner’s deadly aim saved the day'many times. Once, when they were attacking a target /
in bad visibility, the leader of the formation in which they were flying was shot down by

light flak which opened up suddenly out of the mist.

"From the first flash on the ground, it was a split second before Foxlee*s fire

smothered the gun position and completely silenced it," Martin said.

The first sortie the combination made, in February 1942, was also the first bombing
attack on Germany by an all--Australian Hampden crew in the first all—Australian bomber

squadron in Britain.
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